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Abstract. We report an overlooked source of artifacts for clinical specimens, where unexpected and normally negligible contaminants can skew the interpretation of results. During an ongoing study of bone fragments from diabetic osteomyelitis, strong Raman signatures were found, which did not correspond with normal bone mineral or matrix. In a bone biopsy from the calcaneus of a patient affected by diabetic osteomyelitis, Raman microspectroscopic analysis revealed regions with both abnormal mineral and degraded collagen in addition to normal bone. Additional bands indicated a pathological material. Stenotrophomonas maltophilia was identified in the wound culture by independent microbiologic examination. We initially assigned the unusual bands to xanthomonadin, a bacterial pigment from S. maltophilia. However, the same bands were also found more than a year later on a second specimen that had been noticeably contaminated with pathology marking dye. Drop deposition/Raman spectroscopy of commonly used pathology dyes revealed that a blue tissue-marking dye was responsible for the unusual bands in both specimens, even in the first specimen where there was no visible evidence of contamination. © 2013 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.18.5.057002]
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1 Introduction

Subtle changes to composition or molecular structure are often the first indications of disease, but these changes cannot be measured by standard clinical or laboratory tests. Raman spectroscopy of bone in disease has received much attention because it can be used to examine these subtle alterations, with a potential for in vivo applications. In the course of an ongoing clinical study to characterize bone composition in diabetic osteomyelitis using Raman spectroscopy, a specimen from the University of Michigan (UM) hospital was examined. Raman spectra from this specimen contained strong unusual Raman bands that could not be assigned to either the bone mineral or collagen matrix. In this bone specimen, we initially assigned these Raman bands to a bacterial pigment resembling xanthomonadin, a halogenated ary1-polyene. Raman identification of xanthomonadin pigments has been reported in plant-associated bacteria such as the Xanthomonas family, but never in human tissue. Microbiology tests revealed Stenotrophomonas maltophilia in the foot wound, which is similar in taxonomy to the Xanthomonas family and also produces a halogenated ary1-polyene.

Later in the course of the study, we received a bone specimen from the Ann Arbor Veterans Affairs (VA) hospital pathology laboratory. This specimen had visible signs of contamination from a marking dye. Marking dyes are commonly used to orient the sample of fixed or fresh tissue, and a blue marking was used liberally on this VA specimen. Raman spectra of the VA specimen revealed the same pattern of sharp bands that was observed in the UM specimen. A pure component Raman spectrum of the blue marking dye proved that the source of the unusual bands was the blue marking dye and not a bacterial pigment.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Bone Specimens

This ongoing study is being performed at UM and the Ann Arbor VA hospitals. Each study component was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the appropriate hospital. This study is approved by the Institutional Review Board of both hospitals. The UM sample was collected from a diabetic foot wound of the calcaneus where diabetic osteomyelitis was suspected after clinical examination. Three days prior to debridement of the wound, a large soft tissue defect was identified in the calcaneus by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The MRI data supported the initial suspicion of osteomyelitis. A bone biopsy was taken from the wound site using a sterile technique during clinical debridement, the typical clinical treatment for osteomyelitis. A first fragment of the bone biopsy was immediately separated and stored in a 10% formalin solution and later cultured for bacterial identification using standard microbiology techniques. The remainder of the biopsy was dried and stored in a 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) with calcium and magnesium added. This PBS solution was enriched with 0.005% (w/v) sodium azide (Riedel de Haen, Seelze, Germany) and 0.1% (v/v) protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri) to prevent bacterial degradation. The bone biopsy was assessed for gross pathological appearance by the University of Michigan Pathology services, and a second small fragment (approximately 3 × 4 × 2 mm³) was separated from the biopsy by the pathology
laboratory. The fragment prepared by pathology was examined by Raman microspectroscopy. The VA sample was collected from a toe amputation where diabetic osteomyelitis was confirmed. The bone specimen was immediately transferred to a surgical pathology, where a blue tissue marking dye (Cancer Diagnostics Inc., Morrisville, North Carolina) was used to mark the orientation before the tissue was sectioned for the preparation of histology slides. Tissue marking dyes are commonly used by pathologists to maintain an orientation reference after sectioning the tissue, by adding a unique color to the known margins of a specimen. A section of the tissue near the amputation site was stored in enriched PBS at 4°C until examination by Raman microscopy.

2.2 Drop Deposition of Pathology Dyes

Thirteen tissue-marking dyes from two manufacturers (Cancer Diagnostics Inc., n = 6, and Bradley Products Inc., Bloomington, Minnesota, n = 7) were obtained from the VA pathology laboratory and examined without further preparation. Drop deposition was used to prepare dyes for Raman spectroscopy. A small volume (< 100 µl) of dye were deposited onto a gold-coated glass slide (EMF Corporation, Ithaca, New York) and allowed to dry in ambient conditions. Dried drops were examined by light microscopy and Raman microspectroscopy. Raman spectra were collected across the surface of the dried drop.

2.3 Raman Microspectroscopy

Bone fragments were examined by stereo microscopy and Raman microspectroscopy within a day of receipt. Dried drops were examined by Raman microspectroscopy. Low magnification images of bone fragments were collected using a Nikon SMZ1000 stereo microscope (Nikon, Melville, New York). The near-infrared Raman microspectroscopy instrument was constructed in-house and is described in detail elsewhere. Laser intensity was ~100 mW at the sample using a 20×/0.75 NA Nikon S Fluor objective, resulting in a 100 × 10 µm² laser line with average power density of 0.75 W/cm². After preprocessing, transects consisted of 126 spectra spaced at equidistant points along the line. Transects were imported into Matlab (version 2011a, The Math Works, Natick, Massachusetts) and corrected for image distortions, dark current and variations in the CCD efficiency using vendor-supplied and custom-written scripts. A mean spectrum was calculated from the transect, and the mean spectrum was baseline-corrected using the method described by Cao et al.

3 Results and Discussion

This paper represents the fourth case report in the past 30 years where S. maltophilia was reported in osteomyelitis, underscoring the scarcity of this bacterium in bone infections. Raman analysis of the UM bone fragment yielded unusual Raman spectra in some locations and spectra consistent with normal bone composition in other locations, suggesting substantial compositional heterogeneity within the bone fragment. A spectrum from the UM specimen at a site of normal bone composition is shown in Fig. 1(a). At a few sites on the UM specimen, unusual bands that could not be assigned to bone were found [labeled with an asterisk in Fig. 1(b)]. At these sites, spectra also indicated unusual mineral and matrix composition.

Based on the literature reports and microbiology results, we initially hypothesized that the unusual bands were from a bacterial pigment. To our best knowledge, there are no Raman reports of the pigment in S. maltophilia, even though there is an FTIR spectroscopy study that included S. maltophilia.
Bands at 1143 and 1526 cm$^{-1}$ in the UM specimen were initially assigned to the pigment polyene. This assignment was based on a previous study of xanthomonadin, a pigment similar to the one found in $S$. maltophilia, showing strong bands at 1135 and 1531 cm$^{-1}$ (Refs. 7 and 14). Bands at 678, 746, 1307, and 1339 cm$^{-1}$ were assigned based on literature reports of biological pigments and substituted benzenes.15-18

A spectrum from the VA specimen [Fig. 1(c)], which has been visibly contaminated with a blue marking dye, showed the same unusual bands [asterisk, Fig. 1(c)] that were observed in the UM specimen. We did not consider the possibility that the UM specimen had been contaminated because the specimen handling was observed by the primary investigators at all stages from collection to Raman analysis. Furthermore, visual inspection of the UM specimen, shown in Fig. 2(a), did not reveal any obvious discoloration. By contrast, the VA specimen was visibly contaminated with blue tissue-marking dye, shown in Fig. 2(b).

After realizing that the pathology dyes may have contaminated the samples, we performed drop deposition/Raman spectroscopy to obtain pure component spectra of 13 commonly used pathology marking dyes. Raw data files of all the marking dyes available in ascii, mat, or spc file formats upon request.

For brevity, we present data of only the blue marking dye. A spectrum of the blue marking dye, shown in Fig. 1(d), contained bands that matched exactly with the unusual bands observed in the UM and VA specimens. Thus the unusual bands in those specimens arose from the blue marking dye and not a bacterial pigment. The blue marking dye likely has conjugation structure because of the presence of bands at 1143 and 1526 cm$^{-1}$. This poses two potential issues. The first is that these bands may overlap with aromatic ring, condensed ring, or polyene bands that are expected from carotenoids or other natural pigments in the $\sim$1140 to 1150 cm$^{-1}$ and 1520 to 1530 cm$^{-1}$ regions. More importantly, the presence of resonance enhancement in the dye means that even trace amounts, invisible to the eye, will give a strong Raman spectrum.19 We suspect this was the case with the UM specimen and believe that it had been handled by tools with a trace amount of dye contaminant.

The bone Raman spectrum is dominated by contributions from the carbonated apatite mineral and collagen matrix. Except for the ring breathing mode of phenylalanine at $\sim$1003 cm$^{-1}$, sharp bands are normally not found in bone Raman spectra except for the occasional instance where residual blood is on the specimen. If sharp bands are found in a bone Raman spectrum, they are easily recognized as abnormal. This was the case when we first observed unusual bands in the UM specimen, and we immediately recognized that these bands did not arise from bone. However, if the Raman spectrum of a specimen was expected to contain pigment bands, then it is possible that dye bands may be mistaken for a biological pigment.

4 Conclusions

Fresh tissue for spectroscopic analysis is routinely handled first by pathology laboratories. In our Raman spectroscopy study of bone in diabetic osteomyelitis, spectra were collected from bony tissue that would otherwise be discarded after the pathology laboratory collects an appropriate specimen. An unexpected finding was the observation of pigment-like bands in bone tissue collected from one UM patient and one VA patient. We were only able to determine that the unusual bands came from a pathology tissue-marking dye because the VA specimen had visibly been contaminated. The UM specimen did not have any visible evidence of contamination, but its Raman spectra clearly contained bands from the blue marking dye. The dye was only observed in 2 of 17 specimens and may have been overlooked in the UM specimen if fewer transects were taken. Thus it is possible that even vanishingly small amounts of contaminating tissue-marking dyes, invisible to the eye, may result a misinterpretation of the spectrum. Pathology investigation of tissue typically involves first fixing the tissue and then using various stains to identify features of interest. Trace contamination of a sample by a tissue-marking dye would have no effect on pathology results. However, resonance or even preresonance enhancement makes Raman spectroscopy extremely sensitive to the presence of some dyes. Investigators studying clinical tissue samples previously handled by a pathology lab should anticipate that trace dye contamination may be observed.
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Fig. 2 Stereo microscopy images (1 × magnification) of the UM and VA bone specimens. In the UM bone specimen, shown in (a), there was no visual evidence of contamination. By contrast, the VA specimen, shown in (b), was contaminated throughout with blue tissue marking dye.


